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Is Radical Millianism Worth Its Methodological Costs? A Critique 

of Jonathan Berg’s Theory of Direct Belief.1 

[AUTHOR]2 

 

ABSTRACT: This article focuses on Jonathan Berg’s Theory of Direct Belief as presented in his 2012 book 

Direct Belief. An Essay on the Semantics, Pragmatics, and Metaphysics of Belief.  After regimenting Berg’s 

key theses and discussing the sources of their general unpopularity (which is acknowledged by Berg), I 

proceed to reconstruct Berg’s book-length argument for his conclusions. I here make explicit that Berg 

relies on a range of strong meta-semantic principles and assumptions. I conclude that even if Berg has 

brought considerable methodological rigor to the on-going debate over the semantics of natural language 

attitude ascriptions, and has proposed an elegant and consistent theory, he has not offered compelling 

reasons to accept his preferred methodological constraints in light of the difficulties, which those 

constraints impose upon attitude ascription semantics.    

1. Introduction. 

This article presents a critical discussion of Jonathan Berg’s 2012 book-length argument for his self-termed 

Theory of Direct Belief (henceforth: TDB).  

The article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents and analyses the two fundamental tenets of TDB. 

Those are identified as the De Re Exclusivity Thesis (henceforth: DRET) and the Un-Mediated Relation Thesis 

(henceforth: URT).  According to the first thesis, all attitude ascriptions of the form “A -s that p” are de re , 

i.e., roughly, they are about the objectual constituents of the proposition that p. According to the second 

thesis, all attitude-verbs, e.g. “believes” and “fears”, denote a relation un-mediated by mental 

representations. 

DRET qualifies Berg’s TDB as a Millian theory: Berg wholeheartedly agrees with the prominent “Millian 

heir” Nathan Salmon that a singular term occurring in an attitude-ascription contributes nothing to the 

semantic content of the ascription except pointing out that term’s referent3. However, URT takes Berg 

 
1 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. 
2 AUTHOR CONTACT INFO. 
3 The moniker “Millianism” is traditional, even if arguably John Stuart Mill was not the first philosopher to hold this 
view. See Cumming 2013, Section 2.1.  Salmon’s more elaborate and exact statement of the Millian position is the 
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further than Millians are standardly willing to go. E.g. Salmon, like many other semantic theorists, holds 

that “believes” denotes a ternary notion involving not only the believer and the proposition believed, but 

also a vehicle by means of which the believer believes the relevant proposition4. This view, whose 

motivations shall be discussed below, makes singular terms occurring within attitude-ascriptions at least 

complicit in indicating some vehicle, by which their referents become part of a content believed. In 

contrast, URT insists that attitudinal relations are uniformly binary: Berg denies that proper names and 

other singular terms are even modestly complicit in indicating something apart from their referents. Thus, 

his TDB is a maximally radical version of Millianism.               

 Section 3 lays out the reasons why DRET and URT have been widely unpopular among theorists treating on 

attitude ascriptions. Section 4 proceeds to reconstruct Berg’s argument why we should accept those theses 

nevertheless. It turns out that plausibly DRET is seen as defended by a rather complex argument, drawing 

explicitly and implicitly on a range of strong meta-semantical principles; i.e. principles regarding the proper 

subject matter of semantics and how to address it. URT, on the other hand, arguably falls out of giving the 

statements of semantical theory a treatment similar to that awarded attitude ascriptions.         

Section 5 argues that Berg has not presented decisive reasons, why we should accept his preferred 

methodological scaffolding, even if the semantic theory it forces upon us leaves us with the problems 

examined in section 3. Most importantly, Berg’s suggestions that an acceptance of TDB would aid our 

practices of psychological explanation are deemed less than entirely convincing.  Nevertheless, in section 6 

it is concluded that Berg’s methodological considerations and theoretical acumen are instructive for the 

untiring debates over attitude ascription semantics. 

Berg’s 2012 book contributes to a huge and ever-expanding literature. Ever since the land mark essays of 

Frege and Russell at the turn of the 20th century5, hundreds of important books and articles on attitude 

ascriptions have been published. Many of those publications again have been insightfully discussed by an 

avalanche of further publications. This article does not purport to provide a full scholarly map of the 

relevant theoretical landscape6. Except at a few unavoidable places it will not explicitly draw on historical 

figures and genealogies. Instead, this article aims at making explicit the nature of Berg’s position, its 

 
following: “…I maintain the following Anti-Fregean doctrine: that the contribution made by an ordinary proper name 
or other simple singular term, to securing the information content of, or the proposition expressed by, declarative 
sentences (with respect to a given possible context of use) in which the term occurs (outside of the scope of non-
extensional operators, such as quotation marks) is just the referent of the term, or the bearer of the name (with 
respect to the context of use)” (1989, 211).  
4 Salmon prefers the term “mode of apprehension” for the relevant type of vehicle. See not least Salmon 1986, 112. 
5 E.g. Frege 1893;  Russell 1905. 
6 For such a map, see e.g. McKay & Nelson(2010). 
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challenges, and its methodological underpinnings. Thus, ultimately I hope to make clear Berg’s key 

contribution to the debate: The methodological rigor and sophistication of his discussion, forcing his 

opponents explicitly to deny one or more of his guiding methodological assumptions.                

 

 

2. Berg’s Theory of Direct Belief. 

Berg does not provide a theory about belief in particular. Rather, explicitly his theory is meant to cover all 

propositional attitudes; “doubt, fear etc.” (2012, fn10). Also, in the following sense the theory is not about 

psychological phenomena: Even though Berg treats on psychological explanation (e.g. 2012, 111-12), he is 

not substantially concerned with what distinguishes the various attitudes from each other, psychologically 

speaking. His theory concerns two fundamental aspects of the semantics of propositional attitude 

ascriptions; here understood as the theory of “what is said explicitly and literally” (2012, fn45), when 

certain expressions are used assertively as sentences of ordinary English. Thus, Berg’s theory is a theory of 

belief only in the sense that he follows the long established tradition of using belief ascriptions as key 

examples in the process of working out a general semantics of propositional attitude ascriptions. Below I 

present his two key semantical claims. 

2.1. According to Berg, all propositional attitude ascriptions are de re.        

The first fundamental aspect addressed by Berg’s theory concerns the contribution of the components of 

the so-called “that-clause” to the semantic value of an attitude ascription: E.g. what the expressions 

“Superman” and “is a reporter” contribute (by virtue of their semantic properties) to the semantic value of 

the ascription  

1. Lois believes that Superman is a reporter7. 

 
7 The use of examples involving the names “Superman” and “Clark Kent” is now an established tradition in the field of 
attitude ascription semantics. E.g. it pervades McKay & Nelson 2010.  Not least since Heck2002, 2, such Metropolitan 
examples have replaced old-timey favorites involving the names “Mark Twain”/”Samuel Clemens”; or “The Morning 
Star”/”The Evening Star”.  Thus, (1) is Berg’s standard example and features prominently throughout his book. 
Explicitly, it is always semantically and pragmatically evaluated “assuming the truth of the original Superman story” 
(2012, 1).  The central relevant assumptions here, of course, are that Superman typically meets Lois disguised as his 
human alter ego, the unheroic reporter Clark Kent, with whom Lois works on a daily basis. However, when he meets 
her in his famous superhero outfit, nothing suggests his being also a lowly reporter. Thus Lois would unhesitantly 
assent to the sentence “Clark Kent is a reporter”, but would scornfully dissent to the suggestion “Superman is a 
reporter”, even if Superman is identical to Clark Kent.  For ease of presentation, I use Berg’s preferred examples and 
bracket any semantical worries concerning their uses of names deriving from a motley body of works of fiction.         
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Berg’s Millian suggestion is that those terms contribute nothing except pointing to their referents: The role 

of the term “Superman” here is exhausted by pointing to the individual Superman; the role of “is a 

reporter” is exhausted by its indicating the property of being a reporter (see e.g 2012, 49). Thus (1) in a 

straightforward sense is a claim about the entities (or “things”) Superman and reporterhood. In other Latin 

words, it is de re. There simply is no class of so-called de dicto ascriptions, which may be contrasted with de 

re ascriptions by virtue of the semantic contributions of their that-clause components (2012, 12-13). This is 

Berg’s De Re Exclusivity Thesis, or DRET for short. In slightly more technical terms, Berg submits that for all 

propositional attitude ascriptions, reverse disquotation is not valid, but exportation and substitution are. To 

say that reverse disquotation is not valid is to say that from (1) it does not follow that Lois would under 

appropriate circumstances affirm the embedded sentence “Superman is a reporter”. Rather it is logically 

consistent with (1) that Lois would stubbornly and aggressively disavow that sentence. However, according 

to DRET the following “exportation claim” is logically implied by (1): 

2. Lois believes about Superman that he is a reporter. 

And so is the below “substitution claim”, since Superman=Clark Kent: 

3. Lois believes that Clark Kent is a reporter. 

Berg is far from alone in his claim that very many attitude ascriptions are de re in the sense outlined above, 

their surface grammatical structure notwithstanding. Some have even agreed that psychologically the 

“objectual” kind of attitude thus described is the basic one8. The radicality of Berg’s theory lies in its claim 

that ordinary language is simply unable to express ascriptions with different semantic properties: All 

possible ascriptions in current ordinary language are de re on Berg’s account. As we shall below, this 

saddles Berg with commitments commonly regarded as highly counter-intuitive.          

Still, this is not the full story of Berg’s DRET. Consider the sentence “Anna befriended her neighbors the 

Smiths”. Surely this sentence, among other things, is about Mrs Smith. It says that Anna befriended her and 

her spouse. But it would be more informative to say that it is about Mrs Smith as being part of the neighbor 

couple; it concerns her only in so far as she is a constituent of the couple, with which Anna is said to have 

entered into a friendship relation. On the same note, a more exact and informative statement of Berg’s 

DRET is to say that, on any assertive use, (1) is about Superman (the individual) and reporterhood (the 

property) in their capacity as constituents of the proposition that Superman is a reporter. Berg explicitly 

submits that (1) expresses “a relation between Lois Lane and the singular proposition consisting of the 

 
8 See e.g. Audi 2013. See also Brandom 1994, Chapt. 8. 
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individual, Superman, and the property of being a reporter” (2012, 49). Thus, it is in only virtue of their 

status as constituents of a certain truth-valued unity, the singular proposition believed by Lois, that (1) is 

about Superman and reporterhood.             

Now, the nature of propositions (even singular ones “made up” from real elements) is a hotly contested 

issue, historically speaking. Not least it is a controversial metaphysical issue, what unites the disparate 

elements of a proposition into a truth-valued unity capable of entering into psychological relations. Berg is 

silent on this matter. Seemingly, one could choose between three basic options here. First, one could hold, 

as did once Russell, that the psychological phenomenon of believing “knits together” otherwise disparate 

elements into a complex whole; the singular proposition believed9. On this account propositional attitude 

ascriptions ascribe a relation to a unity unified by the attributee. Second, one could hold that in order for 

them to enter into a belief relation, those elements must mind-independently constitute a complex whole. 

This idea would identify (or match ) singular propositions with possible facts10 and endorse a certain modal 

realism; even possible facts are “out there” in modal space, ready to be believed or feared, whether or not 

anyone ever believes or fears them. By a fact, in this context e.g. one could understand what D.M. 

Armstrong did, namely “a particular’s possessing a property or two or more particulars being related” 

(1978, 114). The third possibility is to argue that the “knitting” is not done by the believer or by modal 

reality, but rather by somebody else, e.g. the attributer. On this view, the entites denoted by the various 

syntactic components of the that-clause need only be brought together as a whole by the ascriber of the 

propositional attitude.  

The last option here was mostly mentioned for completeness. It suffers from obvious problems: If the 

ascriber should somehow manage to knit together a bunch of disparate entities into a novel unity, this 

metaphysical feat could hardly be achieved by mere verbal performance. Perhaps, then it could be 

achieved by the ascriber’s thought that the ascribee is mentally related to the relevant proposition? But 

that thought would then have the power to create part of what it is about (the relevant singular 

proposition). If a meta-thought has such unifying powers, it is hard to see why first-order thoughts would 

not suffice for the task. But then why not simply go with Russell and accept that the belief state ascribed 

knitted together into a truth-valued unity the items denoted by the various components of the relevant 

 
9 Russell 1912, 59: “Thus the actual occurrence, at the moment when Othello entertains his belief [That Desdemona 
loves Cassio], is that the relation called ”believing” is knitting together into a complex whole the four terms Othello, 
Desdemona, loving, and Cassio. What is called belief is nothing but this relation of believing or judging, which relates a 
mind to several things other than itself”.  
10 Identifying singular propositions with plain facts is a non-starter, since it would rule out false beliefs. 
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ascription’s that-clause? The serious options thus seem limited to a Russellian vs a factual picture of 

singular propositions.  

The factual picture, however, also suffers from a basic flaw: If it is true that Superman is a reporter, it 

seems to follow from (1) that Lois believes something true. But arguably facts are not true or false, they 

merely obtain. And from something’s being a fact in the robust Armstrongian sense, arguably it does not 

obviously follow that it is matched by something believable. This would seem then to make the Russelian 

picture of singular propositions the more attractive one to Berg’s purposes. However, as has already been 

noticed, Berg has little explicitly to say on the metaphysics of propositions, except that they are made up 

from real constituents. However, if his version of DRET does indeed commit him to see objects of beliefs as 

singular propositions unified by the mental attitude ascribed, it serves to sharpen the radical nature of URT, 

his second key semantical claim, which I shall proceed to examine below: For how may the ascribee of an 

attitude achieve the required unity except through somehow mentally representing the relevant 

constituents of the relevant proposition?                         

2.2. According to Berg, All propositional attitude ascriptions express un-mediated, binary, relations.        

Berg insists that verbs such as “believes” and “fears” indicate an un-mediated relation between the 

individual denoted by the ascription’s subject phrase and the singular proposition composed of the entities 

denoted by the components of the that-clause (see, again, 2012, 49). This, to remind the reader, is the Un-

mediated Relation Thesis, or URT for short. 

With URT, Berg clearly wants to set himself apart from several influential types of semantic theories 

concerning propositional attitude ascriptions. One family of theories, “Fregean” in spirit11, insist that terms 

occurring within that-clauses of such ascriptions do not directly denote their usual referents, but rather 

some particular representational vehicle; or “mode of presentation” as it is sometimes called12. E.g. in (1), 

“Superman” would not denote the individual Superman/Clark Kent but rather some entity purporting to 

represent him. Fregean theories may be divided among different lines. E.g. such theories may disagree 

whether or not the “Superman” component of (1)’s that-clause must indirectly pick out a particular 

individual in order to make any semantic contribution to (1). And such theories may disagree whether in (1) 

“Superman” picks out some finely individuated idiosyncratic conception peculiar to Lois or rather some 

widely shared conceptual content13. Still, all Fregean semantic theories unite in rejecting universal 

 
11 The moniker “Fregean” of course pays homage to Frege’s seminal 1893. 
12 “Mode of presentation” is the established standard translation of Frege’s “Art des Gegebenseins” (1893, 26), i.e. 
literally an object’s “way of being given [in thought]”. 
13 See e.g. Heck&May 2008 for a thorough scholarly treatment of the Fregean school of semantics. 
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substitutionality: Even if, outside of special contexts like that-clauses of propositional attitude ascriptions, 

two terms denote the same object, it does not follow that they denote the same representational vehicle 

when occurring inside of such special contexts. E.g. we cannot expect (2) to follow from (1), or vice versa, 

since here “Clark Kent” and “Superman” may very well denote different representational vehicles, even if 

those vehicles represent the same superhuman individual.  

Another family of views at odds with Berg’s theory is that of hidden-indexicality theories. Here it is not 

claimed that any specific part of assertions of sentences like (1) or (2) denote a representational vehicle or 

a mode of presentation. Rather, on relevant occasions full assertions of (1) or (2) are claimed to indicate 

relevant modes, which thus enter into the semantic content expressed on that occasion. To put the claim in 

Berg’s preferred terminology: On the hidden-indexicality view, what is literally and explicitly said by an 

assertive utterance of (1) on a specific occasion is that Lois believes the proposition that Superman is a 

reporter under the mode(s) of presentation, which that particular utterance of (1) indicates (2012, 24-35).  

Hidden-indexical theories may differ in their views of the hidden indexicality relation and the nature of the 

modes of presentation indicated. Yet, they unite in denying universal substitutionality, since indexical 

relations may be sensitive to the exact terms used on a specific occasion. E.g., on some occasion an 

utterance of (2) may come out true, since it indicates a mode of presentation under which Lois believes a 

proposition, yet (1) comes out false since it does not succeed in this regard. Exportation could also fail: E.g. 

there is no guarantee that on a specific occasion an utterance of  

4. Lois believes of Clark Kent that he is reporter.  

would correctly indicate a relevant mode of presentation, even if an utterance of (2) would.  

A last family of theories rejected by Berg is that of so-called “articulated indexicality theories” (2012, 36-

40). Here indexicality is claimed explicitly to reside in terms such as “believes” or “fears”. According to 

those theories, semantically such attitude-terms work by indicating that their ensuing that-clause is in fact 

a presentation of a sentence.  Roughly, an attitude-ascription thus says that the subject is in some relevant 

way related to the sentence presented by the ascription. E.g. (1) says that Lois is appropriately related to 

the sentence “Superman is a reporter”. One sophisticated version of that view, due to Mark Richard, holds 

that that sentence must represent (in some contextually restricted way) a sentence that Lois accepts14. 

Again, such theories hold the resources to deny substitutionality and exportation: Obviously “Superman is a 

reporter” is a different sentence from “Clark Kent is a reporter”, so (1) and (2) are not semantically 

 
14 See Berg 2012, 4.3. Richard’s view is presented at length in his Richard(1990). A famous source of this “sententialist” 
approach is Davidson(1968). 
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equivalent. And there is no obvious reason to think that some component term of a presented sentence 

should be exportable outside of that-clauses, such as to bear use rather than mention in all relevant 

contexts of utterance.  

At this stage, the time is ripe for clarifying why URT is a radical view: The semantical theories rejected by 

Berg unite in postulating that part of what is literally and explicitly said by utterances of (1) is that Lois be 

somehow related to something apart from the singular proposition made up from Superman and 

reporterhood; some mode of presentation or sentence.  The natural opposing view would be to claim that 

explicitly and literally, (1) says nothing about any relata different from Lois and the relevant singular 

proposition. At least that would be the logical contradiction of the widely shared general semantical picture 

that Berg denies. On this suggested view, (1) is true as long as Lois is believingly related to the relevant 

singular proposition, but nothing about the metaphysical structure of that relation is stated. The logical and 

semantical properties of (1) would then be entirely unaffected by whatever discoveries we might make 

about the psychological nature of that relation. As long as the relation holds, (1) is true.  

Prima facie, keeping apart speculative empirical psychology and natural language semantics would seem 

attractive. On a whole, the theories Berg reject could be accused of investing ordinary language users with 

overly heavy theoretical commitments in the form of modes of presentations15. All things being equal, a 

semantical theory of ordinary psychological discourse uncommitted on complex theoretical matters would 

seem advantageous.  

Yet, as we shall soon see (and as is well known), all things are not equal here. Berg’s semantical opponents 

infuse ordinary language semantics with heavy psychological commitments in order to solve vexed 

semantical puzzles and accommodate cherished intuitions.  Now, Berg also explicitly refuses to sever 

semantics from psychological theory16 by his going much further than simply rejecting opposing semantical 

views: URT does not merely claim that attitude ascriptions make no reference to mediation; rather it claims 

that one of their parts explicitly denote an un-mediated relation. It follows that if empirically it should turn 

out that in any case where normally we regard as true some propositional attitude ascription, something 

like mental representations mediate the relation between the ascribee and the components of the relevant 

singular proposition, our ordinary attitude ascriptions are revealed as being systematically false, in so far as 

explicitly they ascribe un-mediated relations. Moreover, if we accept Berg’s DRET, natural language would 

 
15 At least Berg clearly makes that accusation. E.g. he writes: “People seldom, if ever, speak of such a thing [believing 
under a mode of presentation], and there seems to be no natural way of doing so” (2012, 27).  
16 This reflects Berg’s general attitude that ”the semantic question cannot be separated from the substantive one – we 
cannot seriously consider what the word ‘believes’ means without considering what belief is” (2015, 2). As we shall 
see in section 4, this consideration is in fact mandated by Berg’s commitment to semantic austerity.  
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not even have any obvious resources for expressing a true propositional-attitude psychology in that case. 

Thus, URT seems like a rather risky thesis.  

Later below I shall investigate, what Berg’s motivations might be for accepting URT. First, however, I shall 

explore in more detail the general reasons why many authors have rejected Berg’s key semantic theses.      

 

3. The problematic consequences of Berg’s Theory of Direct Belief. 

3.1. Why the De Re Exclusivity Thesis has not been popular. 

As we saw earlier, Berg’s DRET commits him to the validity of substitution and exportation, and the 

invalidity of reverse disquotation. Of those commitments, the last is the least controversial.  Indeed a viable 

semantic theory of belief ascriptions should hardly imply that from (1) follows 

5. Under appropriate circumstances Lois would assent to (or at least not deny) “Superman is 

a reporter”. 

To mention but one salient problem, such a semantical theory would threaten to short-circuit interesting 

empirical debates, e.g. whether there are repressed Freudian beliefs, which the believer cannot verbally 

endorse while holding onto them. Yet, the mainstream semantical views rejected by Berg may equally deny 

the validity of reverse quotation: E.g. a Fregean need not insist that modes of presentation are hooked up 

to verbal capacities. And even an articulated indexical theorist may insist that the way in which an ascribee 

must be related to the sentence presented by an attitude ascription need not presuppose verbal 

performance in relation to it.  

Thus, what crucially sets apart Berg’s DRET from the opposition is its insistence on the universal validity of 

exportation and substitution. The apparent invalidity of substitution has animated modern debates over 

attitude ascription semantics from its very start. Frege 1893 famously observed that even if The Morning 

Star and The Evening Star are in fact both identical to the planet Venus, believing that The Morning Star = 

The Morning Star would seem a mere triviality, whereas for the ancients forming the belief that The 

Morning Star = The Evening Star amounted to a very significant astronomical discovery.  Accepting 

universal substitution of co-referring terms, here seemingly commits us to the absurdity that all along the 

ancients believed (and even knew) that those celestial bodies were identical.  
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In contexts of psychological explanation, unrestricted substitution seems to short-circuit the very purpose 

of that mode of discourse. Consider the following passage, which arguably the authors of the classic 

Superman stories have worked hard to have us readers endorse:  

That Lois does not believe that Superman is a reporter seems well to explain why she never 

suspects that Clark Kent is Superman. Since it is obvious that Lois believes that Clark Kent is a 

not a caped hero and her single love interest is a caped hero, it is easy to understand why 

Lois thinks that Clark Kent is sexually unattractive.  

But given DRET, we are free to make (seeming) utter nonsense of the above passage:  

That Lois does not believe that Clark Kent is a reporter seems well to explain why she never 

suspects that Superman is Superman. Since it is obvious that Lois believes that Clark Kent is 

not a caped hero, and her single love interest is a caped hero, it is easy to understand why 

Lois thinks that Superman is sexually unattractive.                                             

Here, of course, there are at least two reactions consistent with Berg’s DRET. The first would be to insist 

that the second passage consists of truths after all, since the first one clearly does. Only in the second 

“twisted” version those truths are stated in a very misleading way, flouting basic pragmatic maxims.  Clearly 

this diagnosis is Berg’s preferred one (see not least 2012, 63ff). On his account the second version merely 

seems false, since conversationally (although not semantically) it implies certain falsehoods17.  

But in fact the following diagnosis seems equally compelling on a first blush: Since the second version 

above is so obviously false, if DRET is true, the first one must also be false (despite appearances). So if we 

will not give up DRET, we must endorse a radical error theory: What our standard attitude ascriptions 

explicitly and literally say is generally false, because of the obvious falsity of their implications. Pragmatic 

explanations of Berg’s preferred kind may then be offered for why, nevertheless, such ascriptions often 

seem true to us: Even if false, they pragmatically imply relevant truths, e.g. the first version above conveys 

the truth that under normal circumstances Lois would accept verbatim the sentence “Clark Kent is not a 

caped hero”. The upshot is that seemingly Berg offers no clear reasons for rejecting a radical error theory. 

But then it becomes unclear why we should even be convinced that belief ascriptions play any role in 

psychological explanation (since arguably explanations explain nothing if they are not true). We shall return 

to this matter in sections 4 and 5 further below. 

 
17 Thus Berg: “Indeed I take it as an obvious fact that correct belief ascriptions are normally acceptable verbatim.” 
(2012, 60). And later: “In a particular utterance of “Lois Lane believes Superman is a reporter” it would be 
conversationally implicated that the utterance is acceptable verbatim, i.e., that Lois would accept that very utterance, 
word for word, as true” (2012, 60-1).     
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Berg’s problems do not end here. DRET commits him to ascribing a deep semantic blindness: Given DRET, 

ordinary language users will not know what they are literally saying, even when the evidence relevant for 

determining this is perfectly accessible to them: E.g. Lois will say ”Of course, I do not believe that Clark Kent 

is Superman” and think that she has said something obviously true. Yet, on DRET, her statement is false due 

to matters, of which she is trivially aware; her belief that Superman is Superman and the principle of non-

contradiction.  It seems safe to suppose that had Lois known what she was saying, she would not have said 

it. Further, attitude ascriptions admit of iterations. E.g. we may say: “No Fregean thinks that just because 

Clark Kent= Superman, it follows from Lois’ believing that Clark Kent is a reporter that she also believes that 

Superman is a reporter”. And presumably any card-carrying Fregean familiar with the Superman stories 

would unhesitatingly accept this characterization. Yet she would be wrong. And the reason why would even 

be clearly open to her, had she just understood what she just accepted. For no doubt even a Fregean 

accepts the trivial proposition that if Lois believes that Clark Kent is a reporter, she thereby also believes 

that Clark Kent is a reporter. So seemingly we have no choice but to accept that, if DRET is true, Fregeans 

do not know what they are saying when they attempt to state their characteristic views! To sum up, Berg’s 

DRET purports to be a theory about something; namely what attitude ascriptions literally and explicitly say, 

which even his highly advanced theoretical opponents have failed to grasp on such a fundamental level that 

they are not even able truly to express what they think about it18.                

For the reasons given above, it is certainly understandable why many harbour “Fregean intuitions” against 

the substitutionality of co-referring names inside that-clauses. Even Berg acknowledges that such intuitions 

are “healthy” (2012, 49)19. However, Berg attempts to pitch such intuitions against so-called “Quinean 

intuitions about substitution success” (e.g. 2012, 50; 2015, 2)20. Such intutions allegedly stem from the 

felicity of stories like the following: 

Look at what a master of disguise that Superman is! Why, when he puts on that suit and 

strolls into his office at the Daily Planet, he fools everybody – Mr. White, Jimmy Olson; even 

Lois Lane believes Superman is a reporter. 2012, 8. 

 
18 Berg does treat on iteration (2012, 91-95), yet does not seem clearly to acknowledge the level of semantic 
ignorance to which his view commits him. However, he very explicitly endorses what seems to be the only correct 
diagnosis given DRET: Contrary to what your patterns of verbal assent would normally indicate, you do not believe 
that Lois does not realize that Superman is Clark Kent! (2012, 92).     
19 In another context, Nathan Salmon has characterized such intutions as ”strong and nearly universal” (1989, 215).  
20 Berg clarifies: ”Though Quine discusses intuitions in both directions, I use the term ‘Quinean intuitions’ to refer 
(however ironically) to the ones that sometimes lead us to accept [“Lois Lan believes Superman is a reporter”]”. 2012, 
fn6. 
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Surely we should agree that, when appearing as the last sentence above, (1) appears perfectly true and 

assertable. However, arguably Berg’s story is a rather inconclusive example of substitution success: For 

replacing its last occurrence of “Superman” with “Clark Kent” would seem highly problematic, in so far as 

arguably that replacement renders the story pointless. So Berg’s story appears rather like a curious non-

standard case of “reverse” substitution failure. Hopefully to make that point come out more clearly, 

consider: 

6. Superman is excellent at fooling people close to him by disguising himself as a reporter. 

The evidence for this being that even Lois believes that Superman is a reporter.  

(6) seems to capture the gist of Berg’s “Quinean” story. Now, It should be easy to see, why replacing the 

last occurrence of “Superman” with “Clark Kent” in (6) would be infelicitous (at least to an audience not 

clearly aware that Clark Kent is Superman): The audience already considers it trivial that Lois believes that 

Clark Kent is a reporter. Being told this apparently tells them nothing new or convincing about Superman’s 

powers of deception. However, a very slight modification would serve to make the use of “Clark Kent” 

salient: 

6’. Superman is excellent at fooling people close to him by disguising himself as a reporter. 

The evidence for this being that even Lois believes that Clark Kent is merely a reporter.  

In (6’) the humble term “merely” serves strongly to suggest that Clark Kent is really Superman (in disguise). 

And here perhaps the name “Superman” would have served equally well. At last then we seem to have an 

example of a context, where everyone should concede that the names “Superman” and “Clark Kent” may 

freely be substituted within a that-clause without obvious damage to semantic values. What is far from 

clear, however, is that this verdict rests on anything like an anti-Fregean, “Quinean”, intuition. Rather, 

Fregeans could insist that contexts such as that of (6) and (6’) are highly special in that, by their first use of 

“Superman” in talking about Superman fooling people, they make clear that the belief ensuingly ascribed to 

Lois involves the mode of presentation normally associated with the name “Clark Kent”, since the audience 

is supposed to know that it is by virtue of that very mode of presentation and its role in people’s thoughts 

that Superman manages to fool people. For that reason, Fregeans may insist, an utterer of (6) may (highly 

unusually) be at license to use the name “Superman” within the final that-clause without being in danger of 

being misunderstood as referring to any mode of presentation except the one usually pointed out by the 

use of “Clark Kent”. I conclude that Berg’s observations on the balance of intuitions regarding 

substitutionality do not seem to offer him a clear counterweight to the “Fregean” idea that most often co-

referring proper names cannot be substituted within that-clauses salve veritate. 
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Now to DRET’s commitment to the universal validity of exportation. This comes with a different set of 

problems. A classic topic in the semantic literature concerns that-clauses with empty names or empty 

predicates (that is: names not referring to any individual, or predicates not picking out any property). 

Consider ascriptions like: 

7. Lois believes that Santa is bearded.  

8. Lois believes that Donald Trump has magic powers.  

(7) would appear pernicious, given the occurrence of what Nathan Salmon has termed “a very strongly or 

thoroughly non-referring name, one that does not in reality have any referent at all – past, present, future, 

forever merely possible, even forever impossible” 21. Arguably, “Santa” is such a name: Even if in some 

possible worlds, some individual has all the attributes commonly associated with Santa, there would be no 

sensible answer to the question who of all those possible “Santa-like” individual are picked out by our 

normal use of the name “Santa”. Now, exportation commits Berg to the implications  

9. Lois believes of Santa that he (that individual) is bearded 

10. Lois believes of magic powers that Trump has them (those powers).                 

This leaves him with two basic options here: Either (9) and (10) are true. In that case “Santa” and “magic 

powers” each must pick out something. But those expressions can hardly pick out an individual or a 

property, since seemingly there is no relevant individual and no relevant property anywhere in modal space 

(what would having real magic powers even amount to?22). Alternatively, we may judge that (7) and (8) 

have no semantic value, since they are revealed as being logically equivalent to expressions without 

semantic value; at best they express “gappy” or “structurally challenged”23 propositions since they contain 

empty terms. But this flies in the face of our seemingly being able to imagine circumstances under which 

expressions like (7) and (8) are true: E.g. Lois is a naïve child entirely buying into the veridicality of typical 

Christmas movies. Or Lois has bought into a fan theory of Trump being a secret wizard.   

Of course there are ways to address such dilemmas. One option, explored e.g. by Nathan Salmon, is to 

insist that insofar as (7) expresses a full-fledged proposition, exportation is valid: Santa exists for us to have 

 
21 Salmon 1998, 291. 
22 E.g. suppose that there are metaphysically possible worlds where certain mental actions directly cause the 
movement of external objects. Would such a world be a world with “magic powers”, as standardly understood. Or just 
a world with very different natural laws?  
23 This is Salmon’s amusing term. See his 1998, 307. 
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beliefs about.  Only “he”24 (or, perhaps better: it) is not quite the flesh-and-blood entity Lois thinks he is; 

rather he is an immaterial abstractum25, a fictional character, a product of folklore. Exportation from (8) 

appears worse. Magicality seems literally no property at all. The idea that the literal truth of (8) would 

commit us to such an outlandish entity clearly flies in the face of the seemingly mundane circumstances 

under which (8) could be true.  

Above, I have barely grazed the surface of the intricate subject, which is the metaphysics of fictional 

characters and impossible properties. However, I hope to have made explicit that Berg’s commitment to 

the universal exportability of that-clause components of true attitude ascriptions involves him in serious 

difficulties, which he does not seem to address in his 2012 book. As we saw, so did his commitment to the 

universal substitutionality of co-referring names. This is not to say that ultimately any alternative attitude 

ascription semantics fares better over-all. But the alternative to accepting Berg’s semantic theory need not 

be accepting an alternative semantic theory. Rather it could well the quietist option of accepting no precise 

semantics at all for the attitude ascriptions of natural language. If we are to endorse Berg’s theory we must 

be given reasons why its virtues make it worth the costs. I shall return to estimating that balance in section 

5 below. 

3.2. Why the Un-mediated Relation Thesis has not been popular. 

As we saw above, for understandable reasons many influential theories of the semantics of attitude 

ascriptions have denied the universal validity of substituting co-referring names within that-clauses. But 

since attitude ascriptions purport to say something about the ascribee’s mental life, the denial of 

substitution would seem severely ad hoc, unless substitution can be framed as leading in a comprehensible 

way to false statements about the ascribee’s mentality. It is here that modes of presentation play their vital 

theoretical role. Such purport to characterize the relevant mental way in which the ascribee believes, fears 

etc. Even if it remains painfully hard to make precise, the idea that attitude ascriptions somehow refer to 

such modes of presentation thus becomes attractive: Universal substitution can be claimed to fail, since at 

least sometimes substitution of co-referring names would have the attitude ascription refer to the wrong 

modes of presentation, thus mischaracterizing the ascribee’s mentality. Also, if we consider attractive a 

Russellian view of singular propositions as was laid out in section 2.1 above, modes of presentation could 

be claimed to be the tools by which a subject mentally unifies the objectual constituents of a proposition 

serving as her attitudinal content.     

 
24 On this account, Santa is not gendered in any normal sense.  
25 Salmon 1998, 301ff. 
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Still, even in its most rough and suggestive form, the above semantic idea raises at least one substantial 

worry: Is it not presumptuous to argue that merely by engaging in a certain linguistic practice such as 

attitude ascription, practitioners commit themselves to heavy metaphysical assumptions about the nature 

of the psychological relations ascribed? In effect, this burdens the practice of ascribing propositional 

attitudes with an implicit “folk theory” inescapably committed to the mediation of such attitudes by modes 

of presentation. Still, the theoretical benefits of this move may seem more than sufficient to make up for 

the ontological investment. This, at least, is how the traditional Fregean story goes. 

Berg’s URT, however, seems to charge ordinary language users with a heavy implicit metaphysical 

commitment to a psychology of “direct” un-mediated objectual relations, which not only seems 

metaphysically to burden ordinary psychological explanatory practice, but also offers no very obvious 

payback. Thus it is fairly understandable, why URT has not been a popular thesis. I shall return to Berg’s 

possible motivations for accepting URT in the following section.  

 

4. Berg’s defense of His Theory of Direct Belief. 

Above we saw that for understandable reasons both DRET and URT have been unpopular theses. DRET, 

among other things, commits Berg to ascribing a deep semantic blindness to his theoretical opponents. It 

also forces him either to regard as semantically incomplete what seems like perfectly fine belief ascriptions 

or else ascribe positive ontological status to very weird entities. URT on the other hand, infuses ordinary 

language semantics with heavy psychological commitments without any obvious explanatory benefits in 

return. 

All of this, of course, matters little, if Berg can provide compelling arguments for his TDB. In this section I 

aim to reconstruct his positive argument. As we shall see it strongly relies on more or less implicit meta-

semantical premises; claims about what a semantical theory amounts to, and which constraints it must 

satisfy. For ease of presentation, I shall begin by setting up the argument, without commentary or 

references. I shall then comment and elaborate on the premises in turn. As shall emerge, my reconstruction 

is meant to be fair to Berg’s explicit commitments. But as shall also become clear, in fact Berg seems reliant 

on a range of wider methodological principles, which are mostly implicit in his presentation. My suggested 

reconstruction is this: 

11. The Nature of Semantics: A semantic theory must specify what is said literally and explicitly when 

an expression is used assertively as part of an ordinary language. This need not be the same as: A. 
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What the utterer intends to communicate by her utterance. B. What the utterer actually 

communicates by her utterance. C. What anybody understands by her utterance. D.  What the 

utterer thinks she says by her utterance. E. What the utterer thinks she communicates by her 

utterance. F. What anyone intuits that the utterance says.      

12. The principle of compositionality: The semantic value of a complex expression depends only on the 

arrangement and semantic contents of its atomic parts.  

13. The generality of semantic ambiguity: No expression is semantically ambiguous, unless it passes at 

least one adequate domain-neutral test for ambiguity. 

14. The generality of semantic indexicality: No expression is indexical, unless it passes at least one 

adequate domain-neutral test for indexicality.      

15. Attitude ascriptions do not pass any adequate domain-neutral test for ambiguity. 

16. Unambiguity of attitude ascriptions: Attitude ascriptions are unambiguous. (13&15)   

17. Attitude ascriptions do not pass any adequate domain-neutral test for indexicality. 

18. Non-indexicality of attitude ascriptions: Attitude ascriptions are non-indexical. (14&17). 

19. Presumption of semantical innocence: Unless there are compelling reasons to assume otherwise, 

the semantic content of a singular term occurring in some context is simply its bearer and the 

semantic content of a predicate is just its associated property.  

20. Pragmatic explicability of the appearance of lost innocence: All data that seem to indicate that 

attitude ascription contexts are not semantically innocent, can be explained away as concerning 

not their semantic values; but rather their level of pragmatic felicity.  

21. Semantic innocence preserved: Singular terms and predicates occurring in attitude ascriptions 

contribute to the semantic value of the full ascription simply be denoting their referents (name-

bearers and properties). (19&20). 

22. ERGO: Since it is neither ambiguous nor indexical, and its semantics is innocent and compositional, 

there is nothing any attitude ascription could ever literally and explicitly say except that the 

relevant attitude-relation holds between the ascribee and the proposition constituted by the 

entities denoted by the semantic components of the embedded that-clause. This constitute all 

there is say about its semantics (11, 12, 16, 18, 21).            

 

From (22) follows unproblematically the central components of DRET: Substitution and Exportation should 

work perfectly, and there is no commitment to reverse disquotation, insofar as relevant attitude-relations 

are not plausibly construed in terms of verbal behavior. As has already been suggested above, URT requires 

a separate defense. Yet, as we shall see soon see, URT naturally follows from applying DRET to the 
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theorems of a Millian semantic theory.  I shall now go through the premises of Berg’s argument, and 

discuss his defense of each premise.   

As regards (11), Berg acknowledges that the distinction between the “pragmatic content” and the 

“semantic content” of an expression is hard to specify precisely (2012, 29). The phrase “what is said 

explicitly and literally” constitute one of his best efforts of making precise the latter notion (2012, fn45)26. 

That this diverts from (11 A-F), is crucially important to his arguments in so far as clearly those things are 

often distinct from what is said in (22): As we have seen above, many have in some sense intuited that (1) 

and (3) diverge in semantic value, even if they do not diverge according to (22). And obviously, by an 

utterance of (1) one may intend to communicate - and in fact communicate - different information than 

had one uttered (3) on the same occasion. As we shall see below, Berg relies heavily on this point in his 

elaborate defense of (20). Overall, I take it that (11) adequately specifies which kind of theory Berg is after.  

(12) is endorsed by Berg (2012, 34). At various places of his discussion he makes clear that he endorses a 

strongly atomistic version of compositional semantics. E.g. he regards as illegitimate any claims to the 

indexicality or ambiguity of an expression that do not anchor those phenomena solidly in the ambiguity or 

indexicality of one or more of its atomic semantic components (e.g. 2012, 16).  

(13) & (14) reflect some of Berg’s deeper methodological commitments: As a semantic theorist, Berg comes 

across as a staunch methodological universalist, in so far as he demonstrates his unwillingness to concede 

any ambiguity or indexicality in attitude ascriptions unless those semantic phenomena are on a par with 

similar phenomena in other domains of discourse. In other words, implicitly rival semanticists are forbidden 

from seeing attitude ascriptions as a domain of discourse so peculiar that it exhibits sui generis types of 

ambiguity or indexicality: If the proposed ambiguities or indexes do not pass general muster they are 

illegitimate theoretical postulates, no matter how many intuitions they save.  

Here, it could be argued in opposition that propositional attitude ascription is in fact such a strange mode 

of discourse that it would not be strange for it to display domain-specific semantic anomalies. At least, 

knowing the range of puzzles and problem traversed in sections 2  and 3 above, it is hard to see as an 

absolute priority to have the semantic structure of (1)  come out as simple as that of “Lois ties together Jill 

and John”, as says in effect (22). We shall return to this matter in section 5 below. 

 
26 To his credit, Berg, even if Berg submits that semantics is concerns with “the truth conditions themselves” (2012, 
33), he does claim that the subject of semantics is simply truth-conditions and leave it at that. For such talk is hardly 
clarificatory since e.g. it leaves entirely unclear if we are talking about the conditions under which what an expression 
literally says is true, or the conditions under which what it typically communicates is true.    
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Berg defends (15) by passing (1) through a series a standard “tests of ambiguity”27. First, for a term like 

“belief” there are no “disambiguations” avalaible in ordinary language (2012, 14). Second, belief ascriptions 

admit of so-called “crossed interpretations”: If you believe that Superman is a reporter and I believe it too, 

we both believe that Superman is a reporter (2012, 15). In contrast, similar inferences break down for 

standard ambiguous verbs like “misses”: If you miss a target (since you shoot past it) and I miss the same 

target (since you stole it from me) it is highly pickwickian to describe the situation as our both missing the 

same target. Berg also takes issue with Russell’s famous thesis of scope-ambiguity28. Sure enough, (1) can 

be rendered as either: 

1’. Lois believes that there is someone who is Superman and is a reporter                   

1’’. There is someone who is Superman and who Lois believes is a reporter.  

But if “believes” is not ambiguous (which, according to Berg, nothing indicates), this term makes the same 

contribution to (1’) and (1’’): In that case, arguably for all relevant purposes  (1’) and (1’’) say the exact 

same thing (2012, 19).  

What Berg leaves entirely out of consideration here is the possibility that attitude ascriptions could be 

ambiguous in a sense only discernible through their logical implications. E.g. it could be argued that (1) is 

ambiguous, simply because on some uses it implies that Superman exists; on others it does not. This 

indicates that Berg denounces inferentialist semantics in favor of an atomistic approach: Which inferences 

may validly be drawn from a statement, entirely depends on its isolated semantic properties rather than 

the other way around.  Here Berg is at odds with parts of the semantic tradition. It is far from uncommon to 

spell out the semantic differences between de re and de dicto ascriptions simply by pointing to differences 

w.r.t. valid inference29: On that note, e.g. to say that (1) is used de re, is just to say that it is used in a way, 

such that (2) is validly inferred.  Initially, Berg follows that exact traditional strategy, when presenting the 

alleged de re/de dicto distinction (2012, 13). But he never takes seriously the idea that this inferentialist 

account suffices to specify a genuine semantic difference. Only a strong implicit commitment to atomism 

would seem to explain this: Berg assumes a rock-solid difference between ascribing semantic properties to 

an utterance and sanctioning logical inferences from it.  On his account, the latter may only be done by 

sorting out the former independently.    

 
27 Berg explicitly acknowledges that no decisive test of ambiguity exists (2012, fn16). Nevertheless, still I believe (15) is 
fair to his intentions: After Berg has satisfied himself that (1) fails the standard tests, claims of ambiguity are no longer 
taken into serious consideration or given any benefit of the doubt.   
28 Made famous by Russell 1905. 
29 For one prominent example, see Audi 2013, 36-37. 
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We turn now to (17). Berg’s defense here is two-pronged: The tests for indexicality, which expressions like 

(1) can pass are inadequate, whereas those that are adequate it cannot pass. Berg first considers the so-

called Relativity Test of Hidden Indexicality. To forego technical details, according to this suggested criterion 

an ascription like (1) contains a hidden indexical if it may only be true relative to certain background 

conditions (2012, 31). The relevant idea here is that an utterance of (1) could only be true given that Lois 

employs certain modes of presentation, i.e. she believes the relevant singular proposition in a certain way. 

Berg here points out that absurdly “Rachel is eating” would then also contain a hidden indexical, since 

Rachel cannot eat, unless she eats in a certain way (2012, 31). So this test is inadequate.  Berg next 

considers the so-called Having-in-Mind Test of Hidden Indexicality, according to which a type of expression 

is indexical, if a typical utterer has in mind an unarticulated circumstance with respect to which she expects 

the utterance to be interpreted (2012, 33). Berg briskly rejects this test, since on (11) what utterers typically 

mean or intend by their utterances is not the business of semantic theory as he construes it. Also Berg 

submits that since the intentions of utterers are hardly tied to the precise semantic components at work in 

the utterance, the test does not respect semantic compositionality (2012, 34).  

Berg, however, considers adequate certain tests for indexicality, but here attitude ascriptions miserably fail:  

For an utterance like “Today I am working in my office”, I can demonstrate its indexicality by articulating its 

semantic content. As just written, it literally says that on the 25th of May 2016 [AUTHOR] is working in 

[UNIVERSITY] office ø11-304c-2.  But for ascriptions like (1) the alleged hidden semantical components are 

not even articulable. We cannot say which mode(s) of presentation, an utterance of (1) refers to (2012, 26).                

We turn now to (19). To his credit Berg does not simply stipulate semantic innocence30. Rather, he aims to 

defend it by reference to his adopted methodological rules. A key passage is this  

And if we aim to respect something like Grice’s Modified Occam’s Razor (“Senses are not be 

multiplied beyond necessity”), then we should not posit an ambiguity when the data can be 

explained…by means of some independently established theoretical apparatus. (2012, 50-1) 

Now, since Berg clearly holds that at least sometimes attitude ascription that-clauses are 

semantically innocent, his commitment to shy away from claims of ambiguity if possible, yields that 

universally attitude ascription contexts should be presumed innocent, unless proven otherwise.  

 
30 In contrast, in his seminal 1989, without much ado Nathan Salmon stipulates that proper names are simply 
“invariable variables” (1989, 215). On this picture, e.g., in (1) “Superman” contributes nothing except limning the value 
of x in “Lois believes believes that x is a reporter” to the individual Clark Kent/Superman.   
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The final premise needed for Berg’s grand conclusion is (20).   Two strategies are at play here: First, Berg 

argues that semantic theories operating with modes of presentation take up explanatory commitments, on 

which they cannot make good. Second, he argues that without taking up equally problematic 

commitments, Gricean pragmatics, together with presumptions of semantic innocence, explains everything 

that needs to be explained.  

The first strategy is employed, when Berg submits that “it should be noted that the obscurity of believing a 

proposition under a mode of presentation is a problem for…anyone at all who treat belief ascriptions by 

appeal to this ternary notion” (2012, fn41). Here, however, it may be argued that Berg’s charge of obscurity 

is misplaced. Surely it seems unwise to admit obscure entities into our scientific ontology. Yet arguably 

semantics is concerned not with how the world really is, but rather with how a certain mode of discourse 

says that it is: If that discourse says that the world is in some unrealistic way, so much the worse for our 

semantic theory, if it fails to capture that aspect of the relevant discourse. Consider e.g. a native tribe who, 

in their native language, regularly speak of individual spirits dwelling in trees or rocks. Even if the 

ontological status of such spirits may seem rather obscure to us, seemingly we would betray important 

goals of semantic theory, if instead of construing the tribespeople as literally and explicitly purporting to 

speak about spirits, we construe them as speaking of entities more familiar to us semantic theorists, e.g. 

the rustling of leaves or tribal feelings of awe. The contents postulated by semantic theory literally must be 

believable. But that is hardly to say that therefore they must also be realistic or well understood by 

ascribers. 

However, there are substantial, yet implicit, reasons, why for the sake of consistence Berg must place his 

charge of obscurity, where he places it. Consider the proposed semantic theorems 

23. By her utterance of “xhenu gha Dagoo” the tribeswoman literally and explicity said that 

the spirit Dagoo dwells in the tree.  

24. By her utterance of “Lois believes that Superman is a reporter”, Joan literally and 

explicitly said that Lois believes the singular proposition that Superman is a reporter under 

mode of presentation m. 

Now, given Berg’s prior commitments, “said that” could hardly be given a semantic treatment 

fundamentally different from “believes that”.  After all, we easily say things like “Lois believes what Joan 

just said” etc. So “said” like “ believes”, “fears” etc must express a relation between the attributee and the 

singular proposition denoted by the relevant that-clause. However, this admits exportation. So from (23) 

and (24) now follow 
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25. It is true of the spirit Dagoo that by her utterance of “xhenu gha Dagoo” the 

tribeswoman literally and explicity said that it dwells in the tree. 

26. It is true of the mode of presentation m that by her utterance of “Lois believes that 

Superman is a reporter”, Joan literally and explicitly said that Lois believes the singular 

proposition that Superman is a reporter under it.       

But clearly it is problematic to propose (25) and (26) as theorems of a respectable theory, unless one is also 

willing to provide an ontological account of spirits and modes of presentation, respectively. The upshot is 

that Berg’s austere framework forbids him components of semantic contents, which are not also 

respectable parts of our accepted ontology. But here an adversary may insist that for this particular 

purpose the threshold of ontological respectability is low: Even if modes of presentation are indeed 

obscure entities, nevertheless our best semantic theories commit us to their existence. Of course their 

obscurity is a big problem, if we semantic theorists also want to regard attitude-ascriptions as verifiable; for 

if modes of presentations are highly obscure, how may we determine whether or not they obtain? But as 

has already been hinted at above, it is not even clear that Berg’s explicit framework provides strong reasons 

for regarding attitude ascriptions as true, no less verifiable.  

Still, implicitly, Berg seems strongly committed to regarding typical attitude ascriptions as true. This 

commitment serves to save their explanatory relevance, but also has the added benefit of making the 

above objection irrelevant. But it further adds to the range of implicit meta-semantic commitments, which 

seemingly Berg must accept in order to defend his theoretical claims.    

That Berg’s commitment to ontological austerity ramifies to the theorems of semantics, also seems to 

account for his stern commitment to URT, despite its problems: If modes of presentations are indeed highly 

obscure posits as claimed by Berg, given DRET obviously they could not play any legitimate explanatory role 

inside or outside of a semantic theory of true expressions. Thus, there is no point in arguing that, in so far 

as the semantic theory of attitude-ascriptions is concerned, attitudes may perhaps be mediated by such 

modes after all. Consider the following attempted theorem of a more open-ended semantics: 

27. By an utterance of “Lois believes that Superman is a reporter” it is not explicitly and 

literally said that Lois is not related to the singular proposition that Superman is a reporter 

under mode of presentation m. 

Given DRET, this is equivalent to: 
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28. Concerning mode of presentation m: By an utterance of “Lois believes that Superman is a 

reporter” it is not explicitly and literally said that Lois is not related to the singular 

proposition that Superman is a reporter under it (that mode of presentation). 

But if modes of presentations are posits anywhere as obscure as Berg claims, it is equally obscure what we 

could truly say about them. So if (27) and (28) are equivalent, (27) becomes highly dubious as a legitimate 

part of semantic theory, since (28) is. Once DRET is accepted, there simply is no unproblematic way to 

phrase the idea that attitude-ascriptions remain uncommitted on modes of presentation31. This then 

indirectly vindicates URT: Given DRET, we cannot even in a clear and uncontroversial way express that 

attitude ascriptions literally say nothing about the mediation of the attitudinal relations.                     

We now turn our attention to the last – and arguably also the most intricate – piece of Berg’s jigsaw puzzle; 

his attempt to explain by resort to Gricean pragmatics all evidence indicating a substantial theoretical need 

for abandoning the presumption of semantic innocence for attitude-ascriptions. Here it is vital to get clear 

on Berg’s exact explanatory aims. He makes explicit that he sees no need to respect all “semantic 

intuitions”, which here he construes as “what competent speakers say about the meanings (or truth-

conditions) of the words and sentences they use” (2012, 82). Competing theorists regarding the vindication 

of such intuitions as a central aim of semantics, simply are not after a semantic theory in Berg’s preferred 

sense (2012, 33).  He here harnesses the plausible assumption that even if by virtue of their linguistic 

competence speakers know how - and when - to use certain expressions, they do not therefore know 

exactly what they are saying when they use them (2012, 88).  

Nevertheless some central intuitions Berg feels compelled to account for. Most importantly, he aims to 

explain why on its typical utterances (1) seems inappropriate to many competent speakers. On his 

preferred account, (1) is really true, but pragmatically infelicitous, since conversationally it implies relevant 

falsehoods; not least the falsehood that Lois would assent to “Superman is a reporter”(2012, 60).  

This is not the place for an in-depth review of Gricean pragmatics. I trust that I do no substantial damage to 

my overall analysis by simply conceding to Berg his suggested conversational implicatures: On typical 

utterances of (1), the hearer is indeed justified in thinking that the utterer intended to convey that Lois 

would accept verbatim the sentence “Superman is a reporter”. When it turns out that Lois does not accept 

this sentence verbatim, on typical occasions the hearer may justifiedly claim that an utterer of (1) misled 

her. What we should notice, however, is that this is fine explanation of why often an utterance of (1) seems 

 
31 Obviously, it would be of little help to turn being a mode of presentation into a property and then claim that none of 
the constituents of any ordinary semantic content have that property. For, on DRET, semantic theorems are then 
about that obscure property (to the effect that no parts of semantic contents have it) .   
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infelicitious to a hearer knowing Lois’s situation. But it does not clearly explain why the utterance of (1) 

seems false. In contrast, in the typical examples used to drive home the main points of Gricean semantics, 

the difference between seeming falsity and seeming infeliticity is rather clear: 

Q: Where can I buy some gas? 

A: There is a gas station right around the corner! 

Suppose here that the utterer of (A) knows full well that the gas station will not be open, when the utterer 

of (Q) reaches it. Clearly, she has thereby violated the Gricean Maxim of Relation, i.e. the prescription “Be 

relevant!”32: (A) was clearly irrelevant to the obvious purpose of the talk exchange (establishing where gas 

could be bought), since the gas station was not open.  Hence, even if true, (A) was infelicitous, since the 

utterer of (Q) was clearly entitled to hear (A) as implicating the falsehood that she could buy gas at the gas 

station around the corner, even if this was not explicitly and literally said.  

Still, in such standard cases, even very obvious infelicity does not hold any temptation to declare the 

relevant utterance false. The Gricean framework is excellently suited to explain why utterances seem 

inappropriate as part of a conversation directed towards some understood goal (namely because in some 

way they do not contribute co-operatively to that goal). Moreover, if we are in doubt whether a specific 

utterance is false or merely inappropriate, a convincing Gricean diagnosis perhaps may sometimes settle 

our minds in favor of the latter diagnosis33. Still, it remains far from clear that a Gricean account can explain 

why an utterance seems false, when very clearly and persistently it seems false rather than merely 

inappropriate or infeliticious.       

Now, on its typical utterances, arguably many competent speakers would at least claim clearly to intuit that 

(1) is simply false, whereas (3) would be true if uttered in its place, even when made aware of the relevant 

pragmatic circumstances. This “Fregean” intuition, so they would claim, is not one of mere infelicity or 

conversational inappropriateness. One way to bring this out is by considering what would be an 

appropriate reply to a typical utterance of (1). Suppose that Superman is told by a superhero friend: “Too 

bad your cover is blown: Lois believes that Superman is a reporter!” Here seemingly, Superman could 

 
32 Grice(1989, 27). 
33 This is a contentious issue. But Grice seems to have something like this use of his apparatus in mind. In his seminal 
1989, e.g. he presents it as a contested issue whether sometimes the logical conjunctive operator diverges in meaning 
from the natural language “and” (1989, 22). Grice here stands up for synonymity (1989, 24), since he argues that once 
sufficient detail is paid to “the nature and importance of the conditions governing conversation”, discrepancies in 
meaning between logical constants and ordinary language connectives will no longer mistakenly be stipulated (1989, 
24). Grice thus hopes that his framework will dispel confusions. But he hardly claims that it will authoritatively settle 
semantic disputes, persisting even when all pragmatic concerns are fully understood by both parties.         
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appropriately answer without hyperbole or self-contradiction: “Relax, my heroic friend! What you are 

telling me is false, for even though Lois believes that Clark Kent is a reporter, she has not yet seen through 

my disguise”.     

The upshot is that if Berg intends his appeal to Gricean semantics to explain widespread intuitions 

concerning (1), arguably he must claim that here very many competent speakers mistake their pragmatic 

intuitions for semantic intutions: On a closer inspection, even if they do not realize it themselves, they do 

not really intuit that on its typical utterances (1) is false, but only that it somehow strongly misleading or 

inappropriate.  Arguably then, Berg’s fierce argument for the unreliability of semantic intuitions (2012, 80-

91) is out of place, for really he attributes to competent speakers reliable pragmatic intutions, which they 

then mistakenly construe as semantic intuitions. Whether their real semantic intutions are also reliable 

drops out of the picture entirely.  

What emerges is that Berg’s methodology is strongly respectful of pragmatic intuitions: E.g. when typical 

competent speakers judge that (1) is inappropriate, his preferred pragmatic theory makes it come out 

inappropriate. Only on his account it is not inappropriate by virtue of flouting the Gricean Maxim of Quality 

(“try to make your contribution one that is true”34), but rather by virtue of flouting the Maxim of Quantity 

(“make your contribution as informative as is required”35), since it easily misleads its audience into false 

assumptions about Lois’s verbatim acceptances.               

On the other hand, pace his own treatment, Berg’s approach is not really committed to being disrespectful 

of the contents of central semantic intuitions concerning attitude ascriptions, since he needs to reconstrue 

those as disguised pragmatic intuitions, which are then vindicated by his Gricean framework36.  

One problem, also hinted at above, is now cast in a sharper light: If semantic intuitions matter so little, 

what prevents us from accepting an error theory concerning attitude ascriptions, i.e. the idea that even 

seemingly true ascriptions like (3) are in fact false, since logically they imply clear falsehoods? That typically 

we regard many such ascriptions as true, plays no role here; Berg is strongly committed to disregarding 

such intutions.   Further, an error theory does not seem to frustrate any of the pragmatic implicatures, 

which Berg regard as central to his vindication of our alleged pragmatic intuitions: If, as claimed by Berg, 

true attitude ascriptions can pragmatically implicate false claims about verbatim acceptability, false 

 
34 Grice 1989, 27. 
35 Grice 1989, 26.  
36 One complicating factor is that often an utterance is considered inappropriate, simply because it is considered 
literally false (c.f. Grice’s “Maxim of Quality”. So more precisely, Berg needs to re-frame all pragmatic intuitions in the 
mold “inappropriate, because false” as intuitions in the mold “inappropriate, not because false, but because of 
something else”.       
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attitude ascriptions could equally well implicate true claims about verbatim acceptability. Berg's crucial 

Principle of Implicated Normalcy (2012, 58) could remain in place: Since it is normal for attributees to 

accept verbatim the sentence presented by a belief ascription’s that-clause (or some relevant translation of 

it), this verbatim acceptance is pragmatically implicated by a typical ascription (2012, 61). Thus, Berg’s 

refusal even to consider the prospects of an error theory, seems implicitly to rest simply on his basic 

commitment to the explanatory relevance of attitude ascriptions, which he spends considerable effort 

vindicating (2012, 111-115): If attitude ascriptions were generally false, they could hardly play any 

explanatory role, since arguably explanations need to be true.   

Above I have regimented Berg’s over-all argument for DRET and shown how URT implicitly fall out of that 

argument. My ensuing discussion of the argument’s premises uncovered Berg’s more or less implicit 

methodological assumptions. It is time now to take stock and present those in the form of a perspicuous 

catalogue:                           

Literalness: A semantic theory must explicate simply what is literally and explicitly said by utterances (a.k.a. 

their “semantic contents”). Nothing else.  

Compositionality: A semantic theory must account for the semantic content of an utterance only in terms 

of its constitutents and their configuration. 

Atomism (Anti-Inferentialism): Utterances cannot deviate in semantic content simply by acting as premises 

in different patterns of valid inference. Rather, if they validate different inferences, this must be because 

their atomic semantic contents are different.  

Universalism: A semantic theory of a domain of discourse (e.g. attitude ascriptions) cannot appeal to 

semantic features specific to that domain (such as sui generis types of ambiguity or indexicality). 

Assumption of semantic innocence (“Modified Occam’s Razor”): Unless there are compelling reasons to 

assume otherwise, for any context in which it occurs, the semantic function of an utterance constituent is 

simply that of denoting its normal referent (i.e. what it denotes when occurring in straight-forward non-

embedded contexts).          

Respect of pragmatic intuitions: If a semantic theory deems that an utterance are true, even if it seems 

infelicitous to typical competent audiences, this infelicity must be validated by a pragmatic theory 

consistent with the semantic theory in question.       
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Permissible disrespect of apparent semantic intuitions: If an utterance is deemed true by a semantic 

theory; even if seemingly its typical audiences intuit that it is false, it is permissible to either ignore that 

intuition or re-frame it as being really an intuition about mere pragmatic infelicity. 

Avoidance of error-theory, ceteris paribus: If utterances within a domain of discourse are typically 

employed in explanations, all things being equal, we must deem true such explanatory utterances.      

Above, I have demonstrated how explicitly and implicitly those methodological assumptions underpin 

Berg’s reconstructed argument (11)-(22). And given we accept those constraints, indeed that argument 

comes across as compelling.  DRET is then justifiably derived, and URT seems justifiable given an implicit 

sub-argument for giving the statements of semantic theory a treatment equal to that awarded attitude 

ascriptions. Also, arguably none of the above assumptions are strictly redundant: It might be suspected that 

Compositionality implies Atomism, but arguably this is not obviously the case, given a suitably liberal 

interpretation of those principles: Compositionality does not preclude a certain holism, e.g. that semantic 

properties of utterances are a function of wider nets of semantic constituents entering into interrelated 

sentences.  

The grand question, however, is why we should respect the full list of methodological principles above, 

given the vexing consequences of Berg’s TDB as pointed out in section 3. This is the subject of the next 

section. 

5. Is Berg’s Theory of Direct Belief worth its methodological costs? 

There are three principles which seem particularly tempting for opponents of Berg’s TDB to deny, such as 

to undermine the reconstructed over-all argument (11)-(22): 

By denying Atomism, opponents may insist on a legitimate distinction between de re and de dicto belief 

ascriptions, marked only by the fact that, unlike the latter, the former validate inferences to exportation 

sentences. E.g. only when (1) is uttered in the de re way, (2) is validly inferred. 

By denying Universalism, opponents may insist that attitude ascription discourse is so peculiar a domain 

such as to warrant the assumption of sui generis types of ambiguity and indexicality. 

By denying Permissible disrespect of apparent semantic intuitions, opponents may insist that Berg goes too 

far in his disrespect for semantic intuitions. Surely Berg may be right that we should not expect a correct 

semantic theory to align perfectly with folk intuitions. But what good, ultimately, is a semantic theory that 
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seriously offends widespread and persistent intuitions shared among the folk and thoughtful theorists in 

the field alike?                       

First, we may notice that the semantic distinction between de re and de dicto attitude ascriptions has 

loomed large in the inferentialist literature. In fact, inferentialism’s alleged ability to handle this distinction 

has been one of the position’s major selling points (see not least Brandom 1994, Chapt. 8). On the 

inferentialist view, that distinction must not be understood in terms of a denotational difference between 

the two senses of an attitude ascription.  Rather it must be understood as a difference in how such 

expressions are used in discourse. E.g. in the words of the prominent inferentialist Robert Brandom, a 

fundamental question becomes: “How must vocabulary be used in order for it to deserve to count as 

expressing such de re ascriptions” (1994, 503). Brandom’s answer to this question is highly complex, but its 

gist is the following: The difference between de re and de dicto ascriptions is “inferentially articulated” 

(1994, 504). It is a difference between “styles in which the content of the commitment [i.e attitude] 

ascribed can be specified” (1994, 503). Only when using the de re style does the ascriber commit herself to 

the correct assertability37 of an exportation sentence. E.g. only when asserting (1) “de re-style”, does an 

utterer commit herself to the correct assertability of the exportation sentence (2). In contrast, when using 

(1) “de dicto-style”, the speaker undertakes no commitment to the correct assertibility of (2), let alone (3). 

According to Brandom, which style is used when an attitude is ascribed not entirely up the speaker. Rather 

it depends on which discursive commitments the speaker is obliged and/or entitled to undertake in the 

specific context of utterance. That again is ultimately determined by her particular speech-act on the 

background of the applicable social rules. Those rules, on Brandom’s account, ultimately rest on the 

“deontic score-keeping practices” of the linguistic practitioners; the practices by which those practitioners 

keep track on the discursive inferential commitments of themselves and others in various contexts (1994, 

Chapt. 3).  

Inferentialist attitude ascription semantics comes with a host of problems. Generally, one could wish for a 

clearer account of how linguistic practices and their associated “score-keeping practises” give normative 

substance to semantic rules, if those rules are not anchored in what is true of the entities denoted by the 

relevant expressions. E.g. on TDB, there is a clear answer to the question why (2) and (3) are legitimately 

inferred from (1): All three sentences express truths about Superman, if (1) does. Inferentialism cannot 

provide this answer, but must say that in some contexts (2) is legitimately inferred from (1), whereas in 

other contexts it is not, only because a different set of inferential rules takes precedence. But exactly why 

those rules kick in does not seem to admit of any very precise and systematic answer. There is also a 

 
37 This is the preferred phrasing of Peregrin 2008, 1214. I consider this phrasing illuminating. 
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general question of what keeps language functional in the first place: What stabilizes deontic score-keeping 

practices sufficiently, so as not to make the semantics of ordinary language entirely unstable and 

unpredictable? E.g. what keeps in place the referential roles of proper names? 

Still, Berg is hardly entitled simply to assume Atomism without argument: If he is right that together with 

independently motivated principles, Atomism yields a highly counter-intuitive semantic theory of attitude 

ascriptions, this should be enough to make Atomism highly deserving of closer scrutiny.                         

Universalism is noble principle. Surely, for any science the theoretical virtue of simplicity would dictate that 

a universal account of that science’s domain of study is preferable to a piece-meal account. This also goes 

for Berg-style semantics and its study of what natural language sentences literally and explicitly say. Yet, it 

is hard to see any prima facie reasons for respecting Universalism come what may. Berg may be right that 

attitude ascriptions do not pass any adequate universal standard tests for ambiguity or indexicality. Yet, if 

the price for ruling that attitude ascriptions are therefore neither ambiguous nor universal becomes 

sufficiently high, it is hard to see why we should not remain at least agnostic whether they are ambiguous 

or indexical. E.g.  the possibility seems live that still we have not understood the phenomena of ambiguity 

and indexicality in natural language expressions sufficiently in order to pass a confident verdict on the 

relevant status of attitude ascriptions.  

On the other hand, as soon as Atomism is denied in favor of an inferentialist semantics , the road seems 

open for a perfectly universal account of ambiguities within natural languages: At bottom all ambiguities 

are to be accounted for in terms of permissible inferences. E.g. “There is a bank at the corner” is 

ambiguous, because on some occasions of use an inference to “There is a slope at the corner” is permitted, 

whereas an inference to “There is a financial institution at the corner” is not. In other contexts that 

situation is reversed. Arguably, then, dire consequences follow from respecting Universalism, only when 

that principle is conjoined with Atomism.      

Permissible disrespect of apparent semantic intuitions is perhaps the most controversial methodological 

rule, to which Berg seems implicitly to commit himself. As we saw above Berg goes very far in his respect 

for pragmatic intuitions, whereas semantic intuitions are either ignored or re-construed as valid pragmatic 

intuitions. On his adopted picture, semantic theory is not naturally poised to explain or even endorse 

common semantic intuitions. Rather, the semantic intuitions of competent speakers cannot be expected to 

be reliable, and sometimes are clearly unreliable (2012, 82-91). This he demonstrates  with reference to 

incomplete utterances, which literally do not express semantic contents, even if speakers often think they 

do (2012, 90).  
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Even Berg seems to deem it highly unlikely that the semantic intuitions of his theoretical opponents would 

drastically change, if they became familiar with TDB and its underpinnings. But, what, ultimately, is the 

point of advocating a drastically counter-intuitive semantic theory such as TDB? Or to put that point in 

other words: Under which circumstances, ultimately, would Berg consider it substantial progress, if 

language-users and semantic theorists reconciled themselves with the alleged fact that utterances of 

sentences like (1) are true, even when to many people they clearly appear false? 

Berg’s answers to this question seem more or less implicit in the final third chapter of his (2012). Berg here 

suggests that (folk) psychology goes awry, if practiced under the illusion of a difference in explanatory force 

between typical utterances of sentences like (1) and (3): The hypothesis that Lois believes that Superman is 

a reporter explains exactly the same as the hypothesis that Lois believes that Clark Kent is a reporter. So in 

order to explain via attitude ascriptions why Lois behaves differently when seeing Superman in his caped 

outfit, as compared to seeing him in his Clark Kent disguise, we must resort to ascribing to Lois attitudes 

towards objects different from Superman. E.g. we may point to Lois’s beliefs about Superman’s cape (2012, 

114) or her beliefs about his nerdy reporter glasses. Berg also sees a danger for scientific psychology 

inherent in the alleged illusion: The project of accounting for the psychological reality underlying the 

alleged difference in semantic value between (1) and (3) easily sends psychologists on a wild goose chase 

after diverse “inner” utterances accompanying the attitudes ascribed (2012, 123-130). On Berg’s view, his 

TDB serves, at least in part, to mollify such unfruitful temptations (2012, 130): If ascriptions like (1) and (3) 

are semantically equivalent, there is no need to postulate corresponding differences in their psychological 

truth-makers.                         

Here, however, Berg seems to put the cart before the horse: He seems to describe what psychological 

explanatory practice would look like after its acceptance of TDB, rather than explain what good that 

acceptance would do psychological explanatory practice. Surely folk psychology cannot legitimately explain 

Lois’s patterns of behavior on the supposition of a semantic difference between (1) and (3), if there is no 

such difference. But in fact a typical utterance of (1) seems to provide its audience with an explanation why 

suddenly Lois expects to meet a super-powered hero in the newsroom, whereas a typical utterance of (3) 

offers no such explanation: (1), rather than (3), allows the audience adequately to understand Lois’s 

behavior and predict it accurately. In contrast, arguably most “folk” would be baffled by the suggestion that 

here (1) explains no more than (3). Thus, TDB hardly offers folk psychology any obvious explanatory 

assistance.  Of course Berg is perfectly right that often folk psychology does explain behavior by ascribing a 

cluster of beliefs about various objects (2012, Chapt. 2.3): When a super villain threatens the editorial 

offices of a Metropolis newspaper, and Lois expects a reporter to step up against that villain, her belief that 
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Superman is a reporter does not in itself explain that expectation. Lois’s other beliefs also play a role here. 

E.g. it matters that she believes reporters to be especially concerned with threats against newspapers. Also 

that she believes Superman to be prone to protect valued targets against the attacks of super villains. But 

the fact that such background attributions help make (1) explanatorily salient, does not show that even on 

that background (1) is best seen as explanatorily equivalent to (3).                

Berg’s worry that unless psychologists accept TDB, they become overly tempted to postulate obscure 

media of mental representation also seems less than compelling. As was pointed out above, the denial of 

URT does not in itself (or very naturally) amount to a semantic theory postulating modes of presentation to 

be part of the semantic content of attitude ascriptions. Rather it simply amounts to the purely negative 

claim that references to modes of presentation play no part in what attitude ascriptions explicitly and 

literally say. So if modes of presentation are indeed outlandish and scientifically disrespectable postulates, 

Berg is surely right that an acceptance of URT goes some way towards resisting any temptation scientifically 

to look for them. But on the other hand, since denying URT does not directly commit us to such entities in 

any way (unless we also accept DRET, see section 4 above), accepting URT hardly in itself constitutes 

significant psychological progress: On the contrary, If we accept Berg’s skepticism about modes of 

presentation, a denial of URT could easily be supplemented with independent non-semantic reasons why 

modes of presentation should not be part of a scientifically respectable ontology. Such reasons seem 

wholly independent of natural language semantics even on Berg’s account. His claims about the deep 

obscurity of the notion of believing under mode of presentation (2012, 27) make no reference to how we 

speak.                    

In conclusion, then, it is hard to see that Berg has convincingly pointed to a wider realistic context in which 

an acceptance of his TDB would constitute obvious progress. First, it was unclear that folk psychological 

explanatory practice would be improved by endorsing the implications of TDB. Second, it was equally 

unclear that the science of psychology would be much helped by an acceptance of TDB. So overall, it is hard 

to see why accepting TDB is worth the severe damage to our persistent semantic intuitions.  

Of course, Berg might protest here that simply we need a precise semantic theory of attitude ascriptions in 

order to integrate them into our general predicate logic for natural languages: His opponents have 

universally failed to come up with a convincing semantic theory, even if they have over-burdened their 

ontology with modes of presentation, hidden indices, etc. So we might as well settle for TDB on account of 

its undeniable elegance and simplicity. But here it is highly unclear why we should not take this line of 

defense as revisionary, i.e. as a suggestion that in contexts where logical rigor is our priority we should 

abandon natural language attitude ascriptions in favor of ascriptions phrased in an artificial language with 
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clear and crisp semantical rules such as those suggested by TDB.  Still, arguably, logical rigor and 

regimentation is not always our first priority when we ascribe propositional attitudes. At least any Gricean 

should concede as much. It is hard to see, then, why we should radically denounce our intuition that as 

expressions of natural language at least in some contexts literally (1) and (3) say different things, even if we 

cannot provide a precise theoretical account of their semantic differences.                                                  

6. Conclusions. 

During the last century, the semantics of natural language attitude ascriptions has developed into one of 

academic philosophy’s most intense battlefields. Deeply entrenched combatants have harnessed an ever-

increasing arsenal of sophisticated theoretical approaches and notions without any resulting consensus or 

even a truce in sight. In such a situation, there are strong reasons to “go meta”: To examine the basic 

methodological principles and assumptions involved in the various skirmishes, and to see if a simple and 

elegant theory may be defended given rigorous allegiance to a range of clear and sensible methodological 

prescriptions.  

Berg is to be strongly applauded for doing exactly that in his 2012 book. His resulting theory obviously 

scores high on the theoretical virtues of simplicity, elegance, and integration: Not only does his theory 

forsake reference to problematic alleged entities such as modes of presentation and hidden indices. Its 

semantic theorems are also highly elegant and transparent compared to rival approaches, and make for an 

easy integration of attitude ascription semantics into the wider semantics of natural language expressions.  

Nevertheless, as was brought out above, Berg’s theory suffers from a range of problems. And it remains 

unclear, why accepting it as a part of natural language semantics would constitute obvious progress, as 

compared to accepting it as laying down rules for a formal language useful within restricted contexts. As 

was pointed out, Berg has not clearly shown why accepting his theory constitutes obvious progress in 

contexts where natural language ascriptions are typically used, such as conversations aimed at 

psychological explanation and prediction. 

Still, Berg’s book-length argument has brought to the debate a rigor and a level of clarity regarding guiding 

methodological assumptions, which other debaters would be unwise to fall below. His book constitutes a 

highly stimulating approach to the debate over the semantics of attitude ascriptions. Even if ultimately it 

may not offer any final words about what attitude ascriptions literally say, it does provide a much enhanced 

focus on the methodological commitments dividing us practitioners in the field.                             
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